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It gives details of the lands of Kara-Tur, and was designed to be used with the 1986 book Oriental Adventures, which officially placed the book in the Forgotten Realms world.[14]: 103 In 1989, DC Comics began publishing a series of Forgotten Realms comics written by Grubb.[4]: 75 Each issue contains twenty-six pages, illustrated primarily by Rags
Morales and Dave Simons. Liverpool: Oxford University Press. ^ Tach, Dave (2014-05-19). AV Club. Retrieved 2009-01-08. A number of sub-settings of the Forgotten Realms were briefly supported in the early 1990s. There are several nation states and many independent cities, with loose alliances being formed for defense or conquest. It was followed
by two expansion packs: Shadows of Undrentide and Hordes of the Underdark. 2008–2014 With the release of Dungeons & Dragons 4th edition in 2008, Wizards opted for a publishing plan featuring a series of six books per year – three core rulebooks and three setting books – beginning with the Forgotten Realms. p. 78. That created both geographic
changes (the map of the Forgotten Realms and Faerûn actually changed due to that collision), and also changed the way magic works. It changed the pantheon of the gods. Archived December 8, 2008, at the Wayback Machine ^ Eye of the Beholder III: Assault on Myth Drannor. ComicBook.com. Technologically, the world of the Forgotten Realms is
not nearly as advanced as that of Earth; it resembles the pre-industrial Earth in the 13th or 14th century. ^ "1988 List of Winners". Academy of Adventure Gaming, Arts & Design. ISSN 1059-1028. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Forgotten Realms. ^ a b Hall, Charlie (2015-09-02). Fantasy-Rollenspiele als Medienverbundangebote: 'Das
Schwarze Auge' und 'Advanced Dungeons and Dragons'. J. 1995. Retrieved 2021-01-27. The Thousand Orcs". ISBN 978-1-61317-084-7. Retrieved 2019-06-20. "Understanding the history behind Dark Alliance's cast of Forgotten Realms characters". Future Publishing (9): 81. ^ Saricks, Joyce G. io9. "What's Next For The New Dungeons & Dragons? 30
Years of Adventure: A Celebration of Dungeons & Dragons, pages 74-87. ^ Bruske-Guth, Tanja Monique (2015). "Talking Dungeons & Dragons: Tyranny of Dragons Adventures With the Designers". PCMAG. Listing at the Pen & Paper RPG Database, listing the module as part of the Forgotten Realms game line. "Neverwinter Campaign Setting (4e) |
Product History". MTV News. "Dungeons & Dragons Announces Elemental Evil as Next Storyline, Gives Release Dates". Paste. The transmedia campaign is an opportunity for fans to experience the brand however they choose to".[36] In 2013, Wizards of the Coast announced a year-long event called the Sundering which acted as a multimedia project
to transition the Forgotten Realms to the next edition of the game.[37][38] This release included a weekly D&D Encounters in-store play event, a free-to-play mobile game Arena of War (2013), and a collaborative novel series: The Companions (2013) by R. Mobygames. ^ Grabianowski, Ed (October 2, 2014). Markings that marked spell-plagued people
and animals will fade and go away. 2015. "Sword Coast Legends isn't last generation's D&D — and that's sometimes a bad thing". Shadowdale. TSR. p. 461. Dungeons & Discourse: Intersectional Identities in Dungeons & Dragons (PhD). ^ Webb, Trenton (August 1996). "Chapter 3: Dungeons and Dragons Multiverse". doi:10.1215/03335372-26-1-113.
p. C4. The Digital Antiquarian. ^ Jacob, Merle; Apple, Hope (2000). ^ Pettengale, Paul (December 1996). Creative origins Ed Greenwood in 2008 Ed Greenwood began writing stories about the Forgotten Realms as a child, starting at the age of 8.[4]: 72 He came up with the name from the notion of a multiverse of parallel worlds; Earth is one such
world, and the Realms another. Retrieved 9 December 2008. Wizards of the Coast. Curse of the Azure Bonds, a module based on the role-playing video game of the same name, was released in 1989.[14]: 97 1990–2000 Forgotten Realms video games1988Pool of Radiance1989HillsfarCurse of the Azure Bonds1990Secret of the Silver BladesEye of the
Beholder1991Eye of the Beholder II: The Legend of DarkmoonPools of DarknessNeverwinter NightsGateway to the Savage Frontier1992Treasures of the Savage Frontier1993Forgotten Realms: Unlimited AdventuresDungeon HackEye of the Beholder III: Assault on Myth Drannor1994Menzoberranzan19951996Blood & Magic1997Descent to
Undermountain1998Baldur's Gate19992000Baldur's Gate II: Shadows of AmnIcewind Dale2001Baldur's Gate: Dark AlliancePool of Radiance: Ruins of Myth Drannor2002Icewind Dale IINeverwinter NightsDungeons & Dragons: Eye of the Beholder20032004Baldur's Gate: Dark Alliance II2005Forgotten Realms: Demon Stone2006Neverwinter Nights
220072008200920102011Dungeons & Dragons: DaggerdaleHeroes of Neverwinter20122013Neverwinter2014Lords of Waterdeep2015Sword Coast Legends20162017Tales from Candlekeep: Tomb of Annihilation2018Idle Champions of the Forgotten Realms2019Warriors of Waterdeep2020Baldur's Gate III2021Dungeons & Dragons: Dark Alliance To
transition the Forgotten Realms from first edition AD&D to the ruleset's second edition, a story of the gods being cast down was planned from the top-down by management and began in Hall of Heroes (1989) and spread into a three-adventure Avatar series (1989), a three-novel Avatar series (1989), and some stories in the comic book.[4]: 84 TSR
adjusted the timeline of the Forgotten Realms by advancing the calendar one year forward to 1358 DR, referring to the gap as the Time of Troubles.[8] In early 1990, the hardcover Forgotten Realms Adventures by Grubb and Greenwood was released, which introduced the setting to AD&D 2nd edition;[14]: 99–100 the book also detailed how the Time
of Troubles had changed the setting.[21]: 139 The Ruins of Undermountain (1991) was one of the first published mega-dungeons.[4]: 93 The Al-Qadim setting by Jeff Grubb was released in 1992, and the setting was placed in the southern Forgotten Realms.[4]: 95 The RPGA used the Forgotten Realms city of Ravens Bluff as the setting for their first
living campaign.[4]: 93 Official RPGA support for this product line included the Living City module series. ^ Greenwood, Ed; Bingle, Don (1993). The Sundering is all about those two worlds separating—coming apart—and the process of that separation is really the story that we're telling over the next year. At the end of this story arc, Abeir and Toril
will be separate again, and many of the things that happened when they crashed together will go back to the way they were before. 24 October 2016. ^ a b Appelcline, Shannon. CiteSeerX 10.1.1.118.7964. Avon: Adams Media. Retrieved March 21, 2021. ISBN 978-1-56076-617-9. Roleplaying always governs over rules, and the adventures seem to
develop themselves."[5] Greenwood has stated that his own version of the Forgotten Realms, as run in his personal campaign, is much darker than published versions.[7] Starting in 1979, Greenwood published a series of articles that detailed the setting in The Dragon (now Dragon) magazine, the first of which was about a monster known as the curst.
[4]: 72 Greenwood wrote voluminous entries to Dragon, and used the Realms as a setting for his descriptions of magic items, monsters, and spells.[6] When Gary Gygax "lost control of TSR in 1985, the company saw an opportunity to move beyond Greyhawk and introduce a new default setting".[8]: 87 In 1986, TSR began looking for a new campaign
setting for AD&D,[4]: 72 and assigned Jeff Grubb to find out more about the setting used by Greenwood as portrayed in his articles in Dragon.[8] According to Greenwood, Grubb asked him "Do you just make this stuff up as you go, or do you really have a huge campaign world?"; Greenwood answered "yes" to both questions.[5] TSR felt that the
Forgotten Realms would be a more open-ended setting than its epic fantasy counterpart Dragonlance, and chose the Realms as a ready-made campaign setting upon deciding to publish AD&D 2nd edition.[5] Greenwood agreed to work on the project and began working to get Forgotten Realms officially published.[9] He sent TSR a few dozen
cardboard boxes stuffed with pencil notes and maps, and sold all rights to the setting for a token fee.[5] He noted that TSR altered his original conception of the Realms being a place that could be accessed from Earth, as "[c]oncerns over possible lawsuits (kids getting hurt while trying to 'find a gate') led TSR to de-emphasize this meaning."[5] Jon
Peterson, author of Dungeons and Dragons Art and Arcana: A Visual History, said that Greenwood "was that rare obsessive DM who just seemed to have more ideas and energy to pour into his world than even the folks at TSR did. ISBN 0-87975-653-5. "Der Norden". Retrieved 19 March 2016. ^ Stormfront Studios Honored at 59th Annual Emmy
Technology Awards For Creating First Graphical Online Role-Playing Game Mcuvk. ^ "Erin M Evans interview: Forgotten Realms, The Sundering, D&D". ^ Curtis, Aaron (1999-04-19). ISBN 978-3-290-22010-5. ^ Bolding, Jonathan (16 April 2014). However, the presence of magic provides an additional element of power to the societies. Retrieved
2020-06-30. Designers & Dragons: The '70s. Greenwood Publishing Group. VentureBeat. ISBN 978-0-7869-2759-3. "Baldur's Gate (PC)". So magic will be much like it was before the Spell Plague. Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting. DriveThruRPG. The Fantasy Roleplaying Gamer's Bible (2nd ed.). August 6, 2013. 254 (42). Hoffer highlighted that
Wizards of the Coast has a much slower publication schedule than with previous editions with a focus on quality and profit and "the D&D teams knows that they have plenty of great campaign settings in their back pocket and are either actively developing more settings or have ideas for them further down the line".[107] See also List of Forgotten
Realms novels List of Forgotten Realms modules and sourcebooks List of Dungeons & Dragons video games References ^ a b c d Fannon, Sean Patrick (1999). Escapist Magazine Vol. Retrieved 2020-12-28. Retrieved January 11, 2021. | Neverwinter". "The Divide Brewing Among Dungeons & Dragons Fans". Archived from the original on 2008-12-08.
pp. 66, 69–70. dnd.wizards.com. Salvatore[64][65] and introduced in The Crystal Shard (1988).[66][67][68] Each of these characters "fit into an RPG archetype".[69] They include: Drizzt Do'Urden, a drow, or dark elf, ranger who is the main character of 34 novels.[66] Drizzt is noted for his commitment to friendship and peace, which is contrary to the
stereotype of his people.[70] Drizzt as a character is often used to represent issues of racial prejudice, particularly in The Dark Elf Trilogy.[71][72] Drizzt is also troubled by the lifespan discrepancy between himself and his human romantic interest Catti-Brie.[73] Wulfgar, a massive human barbarian;[74] in The Crystal Shard, Wulfgar's combat
prowess is significant enough that along with Drizzt and his magic panther Guenhwyvar, they manage to "beat 25 giants by themselves".[66] As a character, Wulfgar exemplifies "the strong, honest, hot-headed young warrior hero type common to adventure stories and similar to Howard's creation Conan".[75] Bruenor Battlehammer, a dwarven fighter
who retakes Mithral Hall with the help of the other Companions.[66][69][76] He was one of the first friends Drizzt made upon leaving the Underdark and both Catti-Brie and Wulfgar are his adopted children.[77][69] Rob Bricken for io9 highlighted Bruenor as "a dwarf that hits pretty much every fantasy stereotype, including his desire to reclaim an
ancestral home that his people were chased out of after they dug too far and awakened a monster".[66] Catti-brie, a human archer who would later develop abilities as a spellcaster;[66][69][78] in The Crystal Shard, Drizzt referred to her as his soulmate.[66] Catti-Brie is favored by Mielikki, a goddess associated with forests and nature spirits, and she
bears the deity's mark. Arcane. Diehard GameFAN. p. 286. "Gamers' Corner; Visiting Worlds You Won't Want to Leave". A. Retrieved March 11, 2022. Faiths and Pantheons. Den of Geek. "ProFiles: Ed Greenwood". Forgotten Realms is a fantasy world setting, described as a world of strange lands, dangerous creatures, and mighty deities, where magic
and supernatural phenomena are quite real. Role-playing game products have been produced for the setting ever since, as have various licensed products including novels, role-playing video game adaptations (including the first massively multiplayer online role-playing game to use graphics), and comic books. The Readers' Advisory Guide to Genre
Fiction. Retrieved 2021-04-23.{{cite web}}: CS1 maint: url-status (link) ^ Bricken, Rob (November 4, 2020). Dragon (#244): 112. Player's Guide to Faerûn. Designers & Dragons: The '90s. Future Publishing (13): 72. ^ a b Lucard, Alex (November 9, 2015). Retrieved 2008-12-04. (2001). ISBN 978-1-78962-468-7. Bricken argued that her
characterization in The Icewind Dale Trilogy is limited,[66] while Aidan-Paul Canavan maintained that she becomes a "hero" only in later novels.[79] Regis, a halfling member of the Companions, who behaves in the stereotypical manner of J.R.R. Tolkien's hobbits. "Neverwinter's Tyranny of Dragons expansion arrives Aug. RA Salvatore took
Greenwood's world and created characters and stories for it that made him a bestselling author and sustained TSR as a major fantasy book publisher."[10] Publication history 1985–1990 In 1985, the AD&D module Bloodstone Pass was released by TSR and is retroactively considered to be a part of the Forgotten Realms,[11] although it was not until
the module The Bloodstone Wars was released that it became the official setting for the module series.[12] Douglas Niles had worked on a trilogy of Celtic-themed novels, which were modified to become the first Forgotten Realms books, beginning with Darkwalker on Moonshae (1987).[4]: 73 It is the first book in The Moonshae Trilogy, which
predates the Forgotten Realms Campaign Set by one month.[13] The Forgotten Realms Campaign Set was later released in 1987[8] as a boxed set of two source books (Cyclopedia of the Realms and DM's Sourcebook of the Realms) and four large color maps, designed by Greenwood in collaboration with Grubb.[14]: 99 The set introduced the
campaign setting and explained how to use it,[14]: 99 and reserved space on the map for SSI's Gold Box computer role-playing games set in the Forgotten Realms.[15] TSR began incorporating elements by other designers into the Forgotten Realms, including the Moonshae Isles by Douglas Niles, the "Desert of Desolation" by Tracy Hickman and
Laura Hickman, and Kara-Tur by Zeb Cook.[4]: 73 The setting also gave TSR a new way to market its Battlesystem rules, which it had supported with the Bloodstone adventure sequence that began with Bloodstone Pass. Archived from the original on May 7, 2008. ^ Magill's Guide to Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature: Dream. Don D'Ammassa
described Erevis Cale as "a man tormented by questions of right and wrong".[96] Alustriel Silverhand is the ruler of the city of Silverymoon in "The North" of the setting. October 1, 2015. ^ Hall, Charlie (2016-10-19). Three more modules were produced for the Kara-Tur setting. C1. Salvatore wrote his first Forgotten Realms novel in 1988, The Crystal
Shard (1988), which was originally set in the Moonshae Islands before being moved to a new location and introduced the drow character Drizzt Do'Urden.[4]: 73 [17] Drizzt has since appeared in more than seventeen subsequent novels, many of which have appeared on the New York Times Best Seller list.[18] In 1988, the first in a line of Forgotten
Realms role-playing video games, Pool of Radiance, was released by Strategic Simulations, Inc.[19] The game was popular and won the Origins Award for "Best Fantasy or Science Fiction Computer Game of 1988".[20] Several supplements to the original boxed set were released under the first edition rules, beginning with Waterdeep and the North,
[4]: 73 which was followed by Moonshae in 1987, and Empires of the Sands, The Magister, The Savage Frontier, Dreams of the Red Wizards, and Lords of Darkness in 1988.[14]: 96–97 The City System boxed set was released in 1988, and it contained several maps of the city of Waterdeep.[14]: 89 Ruins of Adventure, a module based on the computer
game Pool of Radiance, was also released in 1988.[14]: 113 The boxed set Kara-Tur: The Eastern Realms was released in 1988. p. 46. "25 fantasy worlds from the past 25 years we'd want to visit". Retrieved September 14, 2012. ^ a b Bornet, Philippe (2011). Instead, the Realms continues to evolve and advance, as it has since its earlier days.[103]
Salvatore was also publicly unhappy with the 4th edition changes to the Forgotten Realms. [...] Meanwhile, a series of adventures and novels called The Sundering (2013–2014) reversed many of the 4e changes to the Realms, but without rebooting the timeline. ^ Palmer, Jonathan (February 1996). USA TODAY. ^ "Rivals of Waterdeep is Dungeons &
Dragons' Flagship Show". Retrieved 2006-03-03. (April 15, 2015). pp. 4–5. pp. 94–95. DMs Guild. Wired. In 2011, the Neverwinter Campaign Setting was released which launched the 4th edition's first major multimedia release. OCLC 915488960.{{cite book}}: CS1 maint: others (link) ^ Nelson, Samantha (November 10, 2015). "Sojourn: The Legend
of Drizzt Book 3". Greenwood felt that his players' thirst for detail made the Realms what it is: "They want it to seem real, and work on 'honest jobs' and personal activities, until the whole thing grows into far more than a casual campaign. ^ Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide. ^ "The Lone Drow: the Hunter's Blades Trilogy, Book II". (1998). Pasadena,
Calif.: Salem Press. ^ Greenwood, Ed; Grubb, Jeff (1987). Greenwood Press. "Mobile game launches D&D Forgotten Realms event". ISBN 978-0-313-31615-9. As time passed, the inhabitants of Earth had mostly forgotten about the existence of that other world – hence the name Forgotten Realms. Kemp, including The Halls of Stormweather, Shadows
Witness, the Erevis Cale Trilogy, and The Twilight War trilogy. "How the Art of Dungeons and Dragons Helped Make It a Phenomenon". The original Forgotten Realms logo, which was used until 2000, had small runic letters that read "Herein lie the lost lands" as an allusion to the connection between the two worlds. In this way each of the Dungeons
& Dragons campaign settings were linked together to form one interwoven world connected by various planes of existence. White Dwarf (93): 4. He also appears in Promise of the Witch King, Road of the Patriarch and The Pirate King, as well as The Sellswords and the Paths of Darkness trilogies. "What's Coming Next for Dungeons & Dragons and
Forgotten Realms". Publishers Weekly. OCLC 1129971339. He also noted that it has received the greatest number of supplements.[102] The 4th edition update to the Forgotten Realms brought massive lore changes which were "tied to a number of other design philosophies" and the Forgotten Realms "simultaneously had become a grittier setting, on
the edge of collapse, while also becoming a more fantastic one, full of wonder and mystery".[103] Jason Wilson, for VentureBeat, highlighted that unlike the Time of Troubles cataclysm, the 4th edition Spellplague cataclysm was "one players never embraced in the same manner as the earlier disaster".[104] Shannon Appelcline, author of Designers &
Dragons, wrote: [The 4th edition] Forgotten Realms Campaign Guide may be the most controversial D&D book ever produced by Wizards. ^ What Do I Read Next?. ^ Baker, Richard; Wyatt, James (2004). September 1, 2003. ^ "2001 List of Winners". ISBN 978-0-88038-608-1. Naturally when TSR was shopping for new campaign worlds as part of
their cross-media strategy, they had to get the Forgotten Realms. pp. 16–18. ISBN 978-0-7869-1239-1. ISBN 978-3-95934-799-0. Associated Press. Kara-Tur: The Eastern Realms. ^ Wilson, Jason (2015-10-19). Archived from the original on December 28, 2008. Vice. ^ Pondsmith, Mike; Jay Batista; Swan, Rick (1988). Several popular Forgotten Realms
characters such as Drizzt Do'Urden and Elminster made minor appearances in these games. Gamecrate. Magill's Guide to Science Fiction and Fantasy Literature. ^ "Bloodstone Pass at Pen&Paper". ^ a b c d e f g h i Bricken, Rob (June 26, 2020). Deseret News. Above all other deities is Ao, the Overlord, who does not sanction worshipers and
distances himself from mortals. ^ Winter, Steve; Greenwood, Ed; Grubb, Jeff. The Underdark is more open to the surface. Forgotten Realms novels, such as the Legacy of the Drow series, the first three books of The Elminster Series, and numerous anthologies were also released throughout the 1990s, which led to the setting being hailed as one of the
most successful shared fantasy universes of the 1990s.[23] By the first quarter of 1996, TSR had published sixty-four novels set in the Forgotten Realms out of the 242 novels set in AD&D worlds.[24]: 20 These novels in turn sparked interest in role-playing by new gamers.[25] Numerous Forgotten Realms video games were released between 1990 and
2000. The Eye of the Beholder PC game was released in 1990,[26] which was followed by two sequels: the first in 1991,[27] and the second in 1992.[28] All three games were re-released for DOS on a single disk in 1995.[29] Another 1991 release was Neverwinter Nights on America Online, the first graphical Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing
Game (MMORPG).[30] In 1998, Baldur's Gate, the first in a line of popular role-playing video games[31] developed by BioWare and "considered by most pundits as the hands-down best PC roleplaying game ever", was released.[1] The game was followed by a sequel, Baldur's Gate II: Shadows of Amn, in 2000 and Icewind Dale, a separate game that
utilized the same game engine as Baldur's Gate. "Whisper of Waves/Midnight's Mask/The Emerald Scepter/Guardian: Saviors of Kamizawa", Chronicle 28 (3): 66. Retrieved on December 1, 2008. Pool of Radiance: Ruins of Myth Drannor was released in 2001. 2000–2008 When Wizards of the Coast took over publication of Dungeons & Dragons after
purchasing TSR in 1997, they trimmed production down from six campaign settings to Forgotten Realms and Dragonlance, and completed AD&D 2nd edition production sometime between 1998 and 1999.[32]: 146 They later hired Rob Heinsoo as a member of the D&D Worlds team to focus on Forgotten Realms in the third edition of Dungeons &
Dragons.[32]: 162 An official material update and a timeline advance were introduced to the Dungeons & Dragons 3rd edition in 2001 with the release of the hardcover book the Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting,[33] which won the Origins Award for Best Role-Playing Game Supplement of 2001 in 2002.[34] The timeline was officially advanced
from 1358 DR to 1372 DR.[8] After the adventure City of the Spider Queen (2002) failed to meet its projected sales targets, Wizards of the Coast cut back on production of new adventures.[32]: 165 In 2002, BioWare released Neverwinter Nights, set in the northern reaches of Faerûn and operating on the revised 3.0 rules for D&D. pp. 134–135.
Retrieved 2022-03-11. "40 years later, 'Dungeons & Dragons' still inspiring gamers". Currently, it's the only campaign setting actively supported by D&D makers Wizards of the Coast, which would be restrictive if Forgotten Realms wasn't such an incredibly diverse place, housing classic European middle ages tropes, as well as a heroic fantasy take on
African, Middle Eastern, and other real-world cultures".[106] Christian Hoffer, for ComicBook.com, reported that Wizards of the Coast's 5th edition publishing strategy, which focuses on the Forgotten Realms and newer intellectual property for campaign settings, has created a rift in the fan base where some "feel that this push for new players has
come at the cost of keeping the game's current players sated" by not updating campaign settings that "predate the Forgotten Realms". "Wizards Focuses On Forgotten Realms With 'The Sundering' Event". Retrieved 2020-12-28.{{cite web}}: CS1 maint: url-status (link) ^ Kibblewhite, Gideon (December 1995). The Symbolical Functions of Space in
Fantasy: Towards a Topography of the Genre (PhD). Kemp, The Adversary (2013) by Erin Evans, The Reaver (2014) by Richard Lee Byers, The Sentinel (2014) by Troy Denning, and The Herald (2014) by Ed Greenwood.[37][39] Liz Schuh, Head of Publishing and Licensing for Dungeons & Dragons, said:[40]The Sundering is the last of a series of
ground-shaking events. Laudable".[82] Bricken described Elminster as "the most powerful, important, and smartest wizard in the Forgotten Realms, and one of the setting's most important characters [...] more Merlin than Gandalf, which makes him less enigmatic and prone to tomfoolery than other major fantasy wizards, which I count as a good
thing".[83] Volothamp Geddarm, a human adventurer who is famed within the setting Faerûn for the number of guidebooks he writes about the various regions within the Realms. Writer Aubrey Sherman said he is an example for the importance of a wand or staff behind the conception of a wizard archetype and listed the character among D&D's
notable wizards.[88][86] Jarlaxle, also a character by Salvatore, was introduced in the 1990 novel Exile. ISSN 1433-2892. 1996. The last two books of this series, The Bloodstone Wars (1987) and The Throne of Bloodstone (1988), were explicitly placed in the Forgotten Realms.[4]: 74 Some of the characters from Frank Mentzer's Egg of the Phoenix
(1987) were incorporated into The Savage Frontier (1988).[4]: 40 The compilation module Desert of Desolation was reworked to fit into the Forgotten Realms.[16] The module Under Illefarn published in 1987 is set in the Forgotten Realms,[14]: 108 as is the module released in 1988, Swords of the Iron Legion.[14]: 103 R. Salvatore, The Godborn
(2013) by Paul S. ^ Campbell, Colin (2013-08-06). "Out of the Abyss: D&D's next campaign goes deep into the Underdark". Retrieved 2021-01-15. ISBN 978-0-88038-472-8. Retrieved on November 30, 2008. Heroic Worlds: A History and Guide to Role-Playing Games. "'Daughter of the Drow' is a worthy read", The Capital, p. A., Sobczak, A. ^
D'Ammassa, Don (September 2006). The Forgotten Realms city setting spawned four novels by R. ^ "There's No Better Time to Catch Up on RIVALS OF WATERDEEP". (Discuss) Proposed since May 2022. Queer Spellings: Magic an Melancholy in Fantasy-Fiction (PhD). "The Great Library". Salvatore's Drizzt books. ^ Colohan, Nick (2 April 2007).
pp. 80–108. Martin (1987). ^ Bricken, Rob (July 28, 2020). (December 2019). Evil Hat Productions. Retrieved March 5, 2021.{{cite web}}: CS1 maint: url-status (link) ^ a b de Launay, Caroline (April 2006). ^ Ewalt, David M. Dread Trident: Tabletop Role-Playing Games and the Modern Fantastic. ^ "Biography of R. CNN. Salvatore and Erin M. A
fifty-six page annual Forgotten Realms Comic Annual #1: Waterdhavian Nights, illustrated by various artists, was released in 1990. CNET Networks. ^ Hall, Charlie (2020-06-18). ISBN 978-0-9674429-0-7. The 1990s. Salvatore". ^ Patrick Tierney (October 31, 2009). The company started the cycle with the Forgotten Realms Campaign Guide (2008),
the Forgotten Realms Player's Guide (2008), and Scepter Tower of Spellgard.[32]: 190 These books updated the Forgotten Realms to the newest rules system which altered the setting drastically to make it fit into the 4th edition's "Points of Light" concept.[32]: 190 The main lore change centered around an event called the Spellplague in 1385 DR.[8]
This cataclysm was unleashed when the goddess of magic Mystra was killed, "transforming whole nations and altering creatures. With the release of the 2001 Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting, the setting was given its own distinct and separate cosmological arrangement, with unique planes not explicitly connected to those of the other settings.
[33][58] Forgotten Realms partial map Religion Religion plays a large part in the Forgotten Realms, with deities and their followers being an integral part of the world. "D&D's new action RPG, Dark Alliance, is about what happens after players roll for initiative". June 21, 2020. (Wizards of the Coast, 2004). "Dungeons & Dragons & Novels: Revisiting
The Crystal Shard". "Notable D&D Wizards". ^ Welsh, Andrew (March 2006). It's really about moving the Forgotten Realms forward, but also about bringing it around to the most beloved and most fondly remembered Forgotten Realms.The result of The Second Sundering, in game terms, was the transition from 4th edition rules to 5th edition rules of
Dungeons & Dragons, published in 2014.[8][41] 2014–present When D&D 5th edition was published in 2014, Wizards of the Coast announced that the Forgotten Realms would continue to serve as the official campaign setting for its upcoming published adventure materials.[42][43][44] The village of Phandalin in the Forgotten Realms acted as the
primary setting for the new 5th edition Starter Set (2014) which was published before the release of three new core rulebooks.[45] Tyranny of Dragons was the first multimedia storyline for the new edition and included two adventure modules, Hoard of the Dragon Queen (2014) and The Rise of Tiamat (2014), and an update to the Neverwinter (2013)
video game.[8][46][47] The next two storylines, Elemental Evil which included Princes of the Apocalypse (2015) and Rage of Demons which included Out of the Abyss (2015), were also set in the Forgotten Realms.[8][48][49] The first campaign guide for the new edition, the Sword Coast Adventurer's Guide (2015), was released on November 3, 2015,
and only covered a fraction of the Forgotten Realms.[50][8] It describes the 2013 Sundering event, referred to as the Second Sundering in the book, and its consequences in game terms and lore.[51] The video game Sword Coast Legends (2015) published by Digital Extremes was also released in the same month as the tabletop campaign guide.[50]
[52] 5th edition details on "the rest of Faerûn had been untouched until the Tomb of Annihilation (2017), an adventure that leaves the northern Savage Coast for the southern jungles of Chult".[8]: 101 The official Dungeons & Dragons actual play web series Rivals of Waterdeep, which premiered in 2018, is set in the Forgotten Realms. [...] In
Waterdeep: Dragon Heist, Jarlaxle is trying to leverage himself to become accepted as a legitimate member of the Lords' Alliance. It has adapted adventure modules such as Waterdeep: Dragon Heist (2018) and Baldur's Gate: Descent Into Avernus (2019) which are also set in the Forgotten Realms.[53][54] Fictional setting Main article: Faerûn The
focus of the Forgotten Realms setting is the continent of Faerûn, the western part of a continent that was roughly modeled after the Eurasian continent on Earth.[24]: 6 The lands of the Forgotten Realms are not all ruled by the human race, with populations of many humanoids races and creatures ubiquitous in fantasy fiction works such as dwarves,
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